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Editorial

Welcome to another issue of Capital Philately, which is regrettably late again - mainly due to the fact
that I was also Chair of the organising committee for Canberra Stampshow plus a lack of material to
publish. Canberra Stampshow was a great success on many fronts. It went well organisationally, had a
number of new dealers, made a surplus and I would consider it the best to date that I have been involved
with. There will be a report on the exhibition in the next issue (nominally the May 2014 issue).

At the time of writing this editorial the Federal Government has decided not to sell off Australia Post. A
wise decision given they would sell off the profitable part and be left with the unprofitable letter delivery
service. What is more likely is that the Community Service Obligations built into Australia Post's Act
will be changed. This may result in mail deliveries only every three days (and there is even talk of only
two a week). There is also the possibility of first and second-class mail so that you pay for expedited
delivery with basic rate mail taking longer to be delivered. Sounds like Express Post to me. It will be
interesting to see what changes occur and may result in some interesting modern postal history. Change
is inevitable but I still believe that the Australia Post network is too valuable to sell off and rather, the
Government should look at using it in other ways to deliver more government services.

I always urge collectors to attend exhibitions, to meet fellow collectors, find material and in general have
some fun. The next Australia Exhibition is Stampex in Adelaide in October, while Baypex in New
Zealand is in November. There is a full FIP world exhibition in Korea in August and a FIAP exhibition
in Kuala Lumpur in December. I will be lucky enough to attend at least three of these as well as a
National exhibition in Sweden in late August (which just happens to coincide with a holiday my wife and
I are taking, or is it vice versa). While few of us can afford to attend them all it is worthwhile trying to
attend at least one exhibition a year and there are some great ones to plan for next year - including a full
national in Sydney with an ANZAC theme, a world exhibition in Singapore, a FlAP in Taiwan, a
national in Wellington and even one in Turkey relating to WWI. So start planning (and saving) and at
least try to get to Sydney.

Darryl Fuller
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A Look at Some US First Flight Covers
Capital Philately

By Miles Patterson

Figure 1: Central Airlines DC-3

Around twenty years ago, at a stamp fair in
Oklahoma, I bought a small bundle of US First
Flight domestic airmail covers, but immediately
put them away and never got round to doing
anything with them. So I thought it was about
time I dug them out and found out what I had
actually bought. There are about 30 covers in the
bundle and most of them have handstamped
cachets referring to 'First Flight AM 81'.

First, I'll cover a little background on US
airmails. The first scheduled US airmail services
were operated by the US Army from 1918 until
1926. In 1925, the US Government passed 'The
Kelly Act' starting the process to let contracts
with commercial air carriers. The first routes
opened in 1926, one of them being flown by
Charles Lindbergh, for the Robertson Aircraft
Corporation, between St Louis and Chicago. By
1930 there were 34 of these Contract Air Mail
routes (CAMs). They were briefly suspended in
1934, after a contracting scandal, but new
contracts were let a few months later, after the US
Army had stepped in again to fill the gap.
2

The CAM routes had designated numbers and
AM 81 commenced in September 1949 with
Central Airlines, flying between Fort Worth,
Texas, and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The
airline was started in 1944 by Keith Kahle, based
in Oklahoma, with a fleet of Beechcraft Bonanza
aircraft, but by 1951 these had been replaced with
Douglas DC-3s (Figure 1). The airline covered
several airports, mainly in Texas and Oklahoma,
but also extending into Kansas and Arkansas.

The batch of covers I bought centred on the dates
26 April 1953 (4 covers), 20 October 1953
(7 covers), 1 November 1953 (2 covers),
7 December 1954 (11 covers), 3 December 1956
(5 covers) and 28 October 1957 (l cover). Each
of these dates represents a significant expansion
of the airline's service network, either adding new
routes, in some cases into other States, or adding
additional stops between the airline's main
destinations, which were Dallas-Fort Worth in
Texas, Oklahoma City and Tulsa in Oklahoma
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Figure 2: AM81 First Flight cover - Stillwater,OKwith network map cachet.

and later Wichata in Kansas, Little Rock in
Arkansas and Kansas City in Missouri.

Most of the covers are unaddressed, Figure 2
being one of the exceptions. This cover was
flown from Stillwater, Oklahoma to Oklahoma
City. Postmarked at Stillwater at 12.30pm on 26
April 1953, it is backstamped with an Oklahoma
City postmark at 3pm on the same day. The cover
is addressed to Baldwin, New York (although it
might just be Baldwin, Kentucky - the state
abbreviation is not clear) but has no further
postmarks. The cover has a hand stamped green
cachet showing "U.S. Air Mail First Flight AM
81 - Stillwater" with a map of the network and
the emblem from the Oklahoma State flag, an
Osage Indian shield with peace pipe and olive
branch. Stillwater is situated between the State's
major cities, Oklahoma City and Tulsa and a
second cover with the same cachet, but
postmarked 6.30pm on 26 April 1953 was sent in
the other direction and is backstamped Tulsa at
3am on 27 April. The other two covers sent on 26
April were from Muskogee, Oklahoma and have
a very different purple cachet showing the replica
of Fort Gibson (Figure 3). One was sent to Tulsa,
the other to Dallas-Fort Worth. The reference for
the AM81 covers shows only these four for 26
April 1953, so Stillwater and Muskogee were
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new stops added on that date to the airline's
Dallas-Fort Worth - Oklahoma City - Tulsa route.

Figure 3: AM81 FF Cachet Muskogee OK-
Replica of Fort Gibson

The next batch, postmarked 20 October 1953,
shows the addition of a new route. The map on
the cachet of the earlier covers shows a route
from Dallas-Fort Worth to Oklahoma City via
Sherman-Denison, Ardmore, Ada and Shawnee.
The new route shown on the cachet (Figure 4) is
via Duncan, Lawton-Fort Sill and Chickasha.
(Incidentally, I have visited Fort Sill and seen
Geronimo's grave there). The batch includes
covers postmarked Fort Sill (north bound and
southbound), Lawton (north bound and
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southbound), Oklahoma City, Dallas and Dallas-
Fort Worth. The reference shows this to be
almost a complete set of the 20 October covers,
missing only a Fort Worth postmark. Although
Chickasha and Duncan appear on the route map
as stops, for some reason they were not included
in the route in October 1953, but incorporated
slightly later. I have two covers for Chickasha
postmarked 1 November 1953, but not the ones
for Duncan, listed as 15 February 1954.

U.S.AIR MAIL ,
FIRST RIGHT A.M 81
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Figure 4: AM81 FF Cachet Fort Worth - Dallas
Route Map.

The postmarks on the front (source) and back
(destination) of the covers in my batch are mostly
standard round town/date stamps with either
'wavy lines' or slogans. Slogan postmarks are
always interesting, often showing what issues
were important at the time. These slogans include
"Remember - Only you can prevent forest Fires",
"Give enough through your Community Chest",
"U.S. Treasury Defense Bond Flag City" (this one
for Chickasha - Defense Bond Flags were
awarded to cities for particularly successful bond
'drives'), "Hire the Handicapped it's Good
Business", "Fight TB Support your TB
Association", "Give - the United Way", and
"Sesquicentennial Discovery Pikes Peak 1806-
1956" (this on a Colorado Springs postmark, for
the nearby 14,000 ft mountain). A couple of the
covers feature an "A.M.F. Dallas Fort Worth"
postmark (Figure 5). "A.M.F." stands for "Air
Mail Field".

The next major expansion of the airline's network
occurred on 7 December 1954, extending to Little
Rock in Arkansas and Kansas City in Missouri,

4
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Figure 5: AMF (Air Mail Field) Postmark

as well as adding new destinations in Texas and
Oklahoma. My batch has 11 covers for this date,
all with a similar cachet (Figure 6), showing the
route across four States and appearing in green,
blue and black. The reference gives 28 postmarks
for this date, however.

-- -

I

,..

Nahoncil Park. Ark.
- - "J..-

Figure 6: AM81 FF Cachet Hot Springs ARK.
Route Map

Saint Louis in Missouri was added on 2 February
1956, but is not in my batch. The next route
addition on 3 December 1956 included Denver
and Colorado Springs in Colorado and Liberal in
Kansas. The reference lists eight postmarks. I
have five, but one of them, postmarked Enid at
10pm on 3 December 1956 is backstamped
Oklahoma City at 1.30am on 4 December. This
is not listed in the reference, which only has the
Enid postmark going west to Denver.
Unfortunately my Enid covers are unaddressed
and have no cachet.
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Central Airlines merged with Frontier Airlines in
1967, which was bought by People Express in
1985 and shortly went backrupt. There are plenty
of other postmarks listed in the reference for
AM81 right up to 1985, but the only other one in
my batch of covers is for Lamar in Colorado,
postmarked 6.30pm on 28 October 1957 and
backstamped Oklahoma City at 1.30am on 29
October. It does have a distinctive, if blurred,
black cachet featuring bison (Figure 7).

~
I I, ._-------..._.;..AL

Figure 7: AM81 FF Cachet Lamar CO - Bison

Perhaps there is nothing really special about the
little bundle of first flight covers I bought twenty
years ago, but since I knew next to nothing about
US airmail services, I have at least learned a little
while researching them. I hope you have too.

References and acknowledgements:

Information on Central Airlines -
http://lamkins.tripod.comlCentraIAirlines.html

CAM Flight Cover listings -
http://www.aerodacious.comlccAM081.HTM

DC-3 photo sourced with thanks from-
http://www.aviationphotographs.net/StapletonAir
portlJ ohnPStewartijohnp-O 16.jpg

Articles Always Needed - Contact the
editor with ideas or articles, or if you

need assistance.
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Local Mails in the United Kingdom

Darryl Fuller

Recent discussion in Australia by the Federal
Government has said no to the sale of Australia
Post, although whether this lasts we will have to
wait and see. In the United Kingdom there has
been a different approach with Royal Mail sold
and the network opened up to competition. So
much so that the following story appeared on the
BBC website in early April this year.

A newsagent offering a next-day postal service
for half the price of Royal Mail has sold 5,000 of
his own stamps in the scheme's first month. Brian
Webb, owner of Webbs of Leverington,
Cambridgeshire, said business at his 30p mail
service had "gone absolutely mental".

The service covers Wisbech and 19 surrounding
villages and includes Sunday delivery. Royal
Mail increased its first-class stamp price to 62p
earlier this week. Mr Webb began offering his
mail service to 1,800 customers at the beginning
of March. "People were a bit sceptical at first,
but it's proved very popular and I think it will be
even better when it comes to Easter and
Christmas, " he said.

"The idea of this new business is to support other
local businesses. One, which sends about 100
letters a day, saved over £150 last week by using
us. "It works both ways; they're supporting my
new venture as well," he added. "1 have had to
ask one Royal Mail postman where a certain
address was, and he said, 'I'm not telling you -
you'll put me out of business', but I know him, and
it was only a joke. "

A similar private postal service 1S operated in
Wellington in Somerset.

It could make collecting local stamps quite an
interesting proposition, with new stamps and
postal history.

Reference:

http://www.bbc.comlnews/uk -england-
cambridgeshire- 268383 28
(Accessed 10 May 2014)
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REDex Around Australia Reliability Trial 1954 - Souvenir Stickers

Peter Kunz
additive, which was formulated by Wayne V.
Myers just after the First World War. The makers
claimed it increased fuel economy by 20% and
increased acceleration by 40%. While I'm sure
REDex was useful, I find those figures to be
astoundingly optimistic. REDex is no longer
manufactured.

In July 1954 a car trial was held, the second held
after an inaugural 1953 event. It was called the
REDex Reliability Trial. A set of three diamond
shaped publicity stickers were produced
(Figure 1) and sold by Seven Seas Stamps on
behalf of the Australian Sporting Car Club which
organised the event. The stickers depicted a car,
which was not meant to be identifiable as any
particular make. To the educated observer
however it resembled in part a Holden FX in the
front and a Chevrolet at the rear. The car,
depicted from a low angle, appeared moody and
monstrous, as if it were devouring the road along
which it travelled. 'Speed streaks' , an old
fashioned illustrator's device to confer velocity
adorned its flanks. The stickers bore the
inscription AROUND AUSTRALIA RELIABILITY
TRIAL REDEX 1954. The stickers were printed in
letterpress in two colours. The outer letters and
lettering were in brown and the centres were red,
green and purple. Some were attached to souvenir
postcards carried by drivers and were posted at
various points along the trial, or at its completion.
Cards were autographed by drivers and they are
scarce as only small numbers were carried by the
competitors. The set of three stickers is still fairly
readily available.

What was REDex? REDex was a 'secret' oil

The 1954 run featured 263 cars. Cars drove all
around mainland Australia (Tasmania wasn't
included) leaving Sydney on July 3 for Brisbane,
arriving back in Sydney on July 20, a distance of
9,600 miles (about 15,000 kilometres). There
were 28 sections to the run, and many cars retired
due to breakdown or accidents. Cars eligible were
'any model of car manufactured in 1946 or later
and sold to the public in the ordinary way of
trade'. The winning drivers were J. and W.
Murray in a Ford V8. Second place was taken by
a Peugeot 403 and third by a Holden FJ.

The trials and others like it were huge publicity
events which enthralled local communities and
attracted celebrities such as radio star Jack Davey
and 'Gelignite' Jack Murray, who was so-called
because he would intermittently throw a stick of
gelignite at outdoor 'dunnies' or anything he
fancied from his car just to enliven proceedings!
In fact Jack won the 1954 event in his Ford V8,
nicknamed 'Grey Ghost'. The car is preservedr-----------------------------------------------~ and was illustrated in a cover page

article featuring in the Coffs
Harbour Advocate of 31 August
2013.

Figure 1: REDex sticker set

6

Films were made of each trial and
were popular with the public in the
pre-television era. They combined
outback scenes of cars racing along
dusty tracks, plunging through
rivers and other adventures such as
breakdowns and accidents.
Compared to today safety
measures, those for participants and
spectators were rudimentary, and
speed limits in the country areas
did not exist. Vision of exposing
everyday passenger cars to the
rigours of long
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distance outback rallying was seen as the ultimate
car test and marques placed in the top 3 places
could count on increased sales. In particular, sales
and market recognition of the Peugeot 203 (1953
winners) and Volkswagen 1200 'Beetle' (1955
winners) spiked after victory. Similar trials were
held later in the decade and early 1960's
sponsored by the oil companies of Ampol and
Mobilgas. Some rallies were replicated in the
1990's, but by then the romantic magic of the
event had largely dissipated.

Souvenir Stamps of Redex Trial

'Many stamp collectors are taking the opportunity
of the 1954 Redex trial to have souvenir mail
carried round Australia by car. They propose to
arrange with crew members to carry batches of
souvenir covers or special postcards with them.
After completion of the trial, the covers and
postcards will be autographed by the crew
member and posted from Sydney to the stamp
collector. Some collectors, in addition, are
arranging for cards and covers to be posted them
from various staging points on the trial. One
stamp firm has prepared a set of three souvenir
stickers, each of which is printed in two colours

for collectors to affix to
the backs of covers and
cards. The stickers,
stocked by stamp
dealers, sell at 6d per
set. Souvenir postcards,
providing spaces for the
stickers and for the

The Advertiser of Adelaide carried news of the
labels to readers in June, 1954 as follows;

..

Redex Car Trial
The 1954 Redell Reliability Car

Trial will start from Sydney on
July 3. The route will cove, 9500
gruelling miles from Sydney to
Townsville, Mt. 'sa, Darwin.
Derby, Broome, Geroldton, Perth,
Kalgoorlie, Adelaide, Melbourne
and back ta Sydney.

. It will take 18 days to cover
the course, one of the longest and
most ha:laraous ever attempted
by cars. Drivers will be compet.
in9 for prizes worth £8500.

Stamp collectors will be particularly interested in this year's Around Australia Trial
because it will present a unique opportunity for them to have souvenir philatelic maii
carried by competitors around the entire coastline of the Commonwealth.

Many philatelists are known to be arranging with some of the hundreds of drivers
competing to carry souvenir philatelic mail. .

To facilitate ~uch arrangements Seven Seas Stamps is offering special souvenir post-
cards and a spe~lal set of three diamond-shaped souvenir stickers, each printed in two
colours.. The s~lckers will ~ake :iI. novel ad~it.ion to any stamp album (particularly a
thematic .coIlectlOn), but their mam purpose IS for affixing to the backs of the postcards
in a special space provided. Postcards should then be addressed and arrangements made
to have thet;n carried by one of the Redex Trial drivers. After completion of the course,
the ct,rtverwill autograph the card and post it to the addressee from Sydney. thus providing.
a unique souvenir of one of the world's most interesting motoring events.
. If 'you know (O~have friends who knowj one of the drivers, mechanics or crew par-
ticlpatdng in this unique road race, here is a chance to secure an unusual philatelic souvenir
that will have great value in the years to come. We can supply the cards and stickers as
follows:-
Special Souvenir Redex Trial Postcards ....................•...•.......•........ 6d. each
Set of 3 Souvenir Redex Stickers, in two colours ....••••••••••............. 6d. per set
Quantity lots of either postcards or stipkers, 5/ - dozen :: Postage always extra

SEVEN SEAS STAMPS
10S-7 MACQUARIE STREET. DUBBO. NEW SOUTH WAI ~~

Figure 2: Order advice for REDex sticker products

Volume 32, No.1

Although I have not
consciously searched for
the souvenir postcards
with stickers attached, I
don't consider that they
are very common today.
Most autographed cards
would have been
ordered by adults with a
personal connection to
the Sporting Car Club or
competitors (rather than
philatelists). A search of
eBay recently elicited a
set of three cards for sale
at $95.

driver's autograph, are
being sold at 6d each'

Just how many sticker
sets affixed to trial
postcards and
autographed by drivers
were produced IS

unknown to me, as
indeed are the total
number of stickers
printed .
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Bill Hornadge of Seven Seas Stamps and Stamp
News fame, from Dubbo, NSW, was the driver
(pardon the pun) of the publicity. Although 1
could find no confirmation, it seems he organised
the design and printing as well as the publicity
and distribution of the stickers to the Australian
Sporting Car Club, fellow dealers and the public
alike.

Monty Wedd, who wrote and illustrated a cartoon
page about stamp issues for many years in Stamp
News, devoted his considerable talents in June
1954 to the event. An excerpt of his cartoon is
illustrated, which blends Australian stamp issues
with a narrative of the trip. 1have a hunch that the
unacknowledged illustrator of the stickers is also
Monty Wedd, as some of his cartoon cars greatly
resemble the label image.

An accompanying article was written on stamp
issues that featured cars as the central theme
(which to that date was of such modest

Capital Philately
proportions that they would amount to less than
10 obvious issues), to encourage thematic
collecting.

Also illustrated (figure 4) is a copy of a card
signed by driver Charles Cresswell, driving a
Plymouth. The car had competed in the 1953
event and had overturned and been considered a
near wreck before being repaired to run in 1954.
The patrician Stamp Monthly (in contrast to the
newly upstart Stamp News), being the self-
appointed guardian of philatelic standards, did
not deign to comment or contribute articles about
the 1954 REDex trials and associated stickers
which they may well have considered to be
'worthless jam labels'. 1 perused many Stamp
Monthly issues of the era and found many articles
fulminating about bogus, illegal and unnecessary
stamp issues. However, amidst such puritanical
moral panic, even this august publication found
space on their sacrosanct pages and the 'charity'
within their flinty philatelic hearts to publish
Homadge's publicity/ advertisement for the

stickers and products in
totality in their June
1954 issue ...

Figure 3: Monty Wedd's Cartoon (from Stamp News)

Both the REDex trials
and the stickers are
emblematic of their
times. Just as it would
seem unlikely that such
a promotion would
appear today to titillate
the young collector due
to a lack of young
people in the hobby (I
read that 80% of
children polled in 1954
admitted they collected
stamps, making it the
most popular children's
hobby), there is no need
to conduct round
Australia rallies to
promote oil additives or
production cars. Today,
cars are designed on
computers and subjected
to rigorous analysis in
laboratories, while
children spend much of
their discretionary time

8 Volume 32, No. 1
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AROUND AUSTRALI.A REDex TRIAL
In 1954 an Around Australia Car Trial was sponsored by the REDex

Oil company. A set of three diamond shaped publicity labels was produced
for the event and was sold by the Car Club organising the trial at sixpence
per set. The stickers were printed letterpress in two colours. The outer
frames and lettering was in brown and the centres were red, green and
purple. The stickers were attached to souvenir postcards carried by drivers
on the trial and were posted from various points on the trial, or at its
completion. The majority of such cards were autographed by the drivers
concerned, and such cards are quite scarce as only small numbers were
carried by competitors.

Set of three REDex car trial labels unused.. , . . . ... . .... . . . ... 2~
Set of REDex postcard carried on trial & autographed. . . ... . . . . . $10

Figure 4 - Autographed card and excerpt from the Homadge Cinderella
catalogue.

playing with a computer and its offspring, the
internet and social media. If an actual rall of cars
passed through their
town, these children
would be too
absorbed in a virtual
Gran Turismo race
game to bother
raising their eyes to
observe what was
happening in reality.
As they say in the
classics 'that's
progress folks' .... or
is it?

Imagine being a
country kid in 1954
when the REDex
cars passed through
your
village!

town or
Lean and

fit, you would race to view
the spectacle on your
Speedwell or Malvern Star
bike, inhaling fumes and dust
as the cars passed by. If you
were 'lucky', crazy
'Gelignite Jack' would toss
an incendiary from the Ford
V8 Gust for laughs you
understand) on his way to
victory. The event would be
the talk of the playground for
weeks ahead and after. You
could even Impress your
friends with the sticker set
which you spent your pocket
money on and dream of
acquiring real stamps from
exotic places like Tristan da
Cunha, St Pierre et Miquelon,
Belgian Congo and
Mongolia.

Figure 5 - Winning 'Grey Ghost' of Jack Murray

Surely some stamp collectors
alive today were inspired by
the acquisition of the REDex
sticker set to become
philatelists after writing away
to Seven Seas Stamps in
Dubbo?

9Volume 32, No. 1



More Clipper Covers
Capital Philately

Darryl Fuller

Following on from my article in the May 2013
issue of Capital Philately - on the growing
interest in commercial airmail covers - this article
looks at some further Clipper covers sold on eBay
from what must have been an amazing collection.
I have also included one cover from my own
collection.

(Image quality may be less than desirable as
images were taken from the Web)

1 England to Hong Kong on the last
ANZAC Clipper Flight, November 15 1941.

This historic cover (Figure 1) was flown on the
last outbound Trans-Pacific flight of the ANZAC
Clipper, and arrived in Hawaii during the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and this is the
only cover the vendor has seen with 3 different
Hawaii I.C.B. censor numbers, and the words
RELEASED BY IC.B. blacked out.

date of the postmark on this cover - 15
November 1941 from England, and the fact that
this cover has three Hawaii IC.B. Censor
numbers on reverse, and the words - RELEASED
BY IC.B blacked out, confirms that this cover
was carried on the last flight of the ANZAC
Clipper, and arrived in Hawaii during the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The 5 shilling
franking pays the two ocean airmail rate from
England to Hong Kong by the North Atlantic and
Trans-Pacific clipper services.

Based on the date of posting - 15 November
1941 and the IC.B. censor markings, this cover
was flown as follows:

• BOAC from England to Lisbon, Portugal;
• Lisbon to New York by FAM 18 Atlantic

Clipper service;
• USA domestic airlines from New York to

San Francisco;
• Pan Am FAM 14 ANZAC Clipper

departed San Francisco on 6 December
and arrived in Hawaii on the morning of 7
December 1941 during the Japanese
attack;

• All mail was quickly off-loaded at Hilo,
after a river landing;

• The mail was sent to The IC.B.
(Information Control Branch / Bureau)r-----------------------------------------------~ and censored;

• There are several Return To
Sender markings, so this cover was
probably sent back to England as the
Japanese invaded Hong Kong, and
there was no Mail Service to Hong
Kong until after the war ended.

This rare cover realised $1,009 with
35 bids from nine bidders. I have to
admit that if I came across this cover
in a dealer's box I would be
surprised if it had a price above
$100. It just goes to show you how
important knowledge is, because
with the date of posting together
with knowledge of wartime airmails
the average becomes above average.

On 6 December 1941, the ANZAC Clipper, NC
18611, departed San Francisco on what would be
it's last pre-war flight. As the ANZAC
approached Hawaii on the morning of
December 7, it was informed by radio that
Hawaii was under attack by the Japanese. The
ANZAC was diverted to a River landing at Hilo,
where all mail was quickly offloaded, and the
ANZAC Clipper returned to San Francisco. The

10 Volume 32, No.1



(China National Aviation Corp.)
• Pan Am FAM 14 from Hong Kong to San

Francisco; and
,..---------------------------, • USA domestic airlines to

Knoxville, TN.

Capital Philately
2 1941 Belgian Congo to USA Pacific
Clipper Airmail Cover

This very rare cover realised
$US953.22 and had 14 individual
bidders with 22 bids.

3 1941 Iraq to the USA Last
Flight of the China Clipper Cover

Figure 2

The last pre-war flight of the CHINA
Clipper departed San Francisco on
19 November 1941. After a 4-day
delay at Honolulu, the clipper
proceeded on to Manila (arriving
there on 27 November) and on to
Singapore (arriving there 28
November). On 29 November the
Clipper departed Singapore for the
return trip to the USA. After a stop

in Manila, the Clipper continued on, with
overnight stops at Guam, Wake Island, Midway
Island, and Honolulu on 4 December, and
arriving in San Francisco on 6 December 1941.
Due to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on 7
December and the US entry into World War II,
this was the last Trans-pacific flight of the
historic aircraft known as the CHINA Clipper.

This cover is postmarked 15 November 1941 at
Baghdad, Iraq and is addressed to the Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., in Akron, Ohio, USA. The

Trans-Pacific clipper covers originating from
Africa are genuinel y rare and this cover
(Figure 2) also has the rare Auxiliary marking
WITH A.V. 2 FORM. Murray Heifetz (1), who
wrote the book on OAT (Onward Air Transport)
and AV2 (the name of a particular UPU form)
markings, states that only five covers are known
with the marking of which this is the earliest
recorded it would appear. It was probably applied
in Kampala in Uganda. These markings are not
common because they were usually applied to the
top letter in a bundle only.

This cover originated from the
Belgian Congo and the total
franking is 30.25 fr which the
vendor has seen on at least three
other covers. It paid the Pacific
Clipper airmail rate to the USA. It
is endorsed via Cairo and Hong
Kong and was censored in Egypt.
The cover travelled by the
following route:

• From Leopoldville to
Entebbe (Kampala) Uganda Figure 3a: Front
bySABENA; ~--------------------------------------~

• BOAC from Entebbe to Cairo; cover is franked with 11 stamps from Iraq,
• Cairo to Rangoon, Burma via BOAC including the 1 Dinar King Ghazi issue, the

Horseshoe Route; highest face value stamp issued by Iraq during
• From Rangoon to Hong Kong by CNAC this period. The total franking is 1 Dinar 490 fils

Volume 32, No.1 11
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This is a spectacular example of
a Service Interrupted cover due
to Italy entering World War II.
This is the only cover the
vendor has ever seen from the
USA that went via the Trans-
Atlantic Clipper, was returned
to the USA, and then flown by
Trans-Pacific Clipper to Hong
Kong, then to Singapore, and
onto destination. The cover
went via the Trans-Atlantic
Clipper to Lisbon, Portugal, and
then on to Italy where it was

intended to be flown across the Mediterranean
Sea to the Middle East and Syria. However, Italy
entered World War II on June 10, 1940, and all
airmail routes across the Mediterranean were
closed.

Figure 3b: Reverse

- is the highest franking the vendor has seen from
Iraq during the World War II period.

Based on the date of posting and the transit and
arrival markings, this cover was flown as follows:

• From Baghdad the cover was flown
eastward to Singapore by either KLM or
the BOAC Horseshoe route service;

• At Singapore, the cover was put on board
the last flight of the CHINA Clipper,
which departed Singapore on
29 November 1941, and arrived in San
Francisco on 6 December 1941;

• From San Francisco the cover was flown
by US domestic airlines to Akron, Ohio
arriving there on 8 December 1941.

Another rare cover with a very high franking (the
type usually only seen on WWII airmail covers) -
sold for $US810 with 20 bids from 10 bidders.

4 1941 US Air Cover to Syria, via Italy
and Returned

This cover was stopped in Italy and marked
"SERVIZIO SOSPESO" (Italian for Service
Suspended) and returned to the USA, probably by
ship to New York, or an East Coast port city. The
cover was then sent back across the USA to San
Francisco, and then flown via the CHINA Clipper
to Hong Kong, then through Singapore, and onto
destination. The cover was over 9 months in
transit - finally arriving in Beirut, Syria on March
17, 1941. The markings on the cover confirm the
route. The cover includes an AV2 marking
applied at Hong Kong and has a jusqu'a marking
BY AIR TO Bagdad ONLY applied in Singapore
according to the vendor but almost certainly
applied in Hong Kong (2). The route was as
follows:

• Claremont, CA to New York by US
domestic airlines;

• Pan Am FAM 18
Atlantic Clipper from New
York to Lisbon;

• From Lisbon to Rome,
probably by the Italian Airline
- Ala Littoria; (The cover was
marked Service Suspended in
Italy, and returned to the USA,
probably by ship to New
York;

• NOTE: It is not known
how long the cover was held
in Italy, before it was returned
to the USA. Nor do we know

Volume 32, No. 1
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how long the journey by ship took back to
the USA.

• After the cover arrived back in the USA,
it was flown by US domestic airline to
San Francisco;

• From San Francisco, the cover was flown
on the CHINA Clipper, which departed
San Francisco on February 5 and arrived
in Hong Kong 18 February 1941.

• From Hong Kong the cover went to
Singapore, probably by surface ship.

• From Singapore to Baghdad by Imperial
AirwayslBOAC or KLM;

• Probably by either MISR (Egyptian
Airline) or by surface from Baghdad to
Beirut, which was part of Syria in 1941.

It is hard to imagine a cover that better represents
the vagaries of airmail during WWII having
flown almost around the world to reach its
destination. The cover sold for $US 649.11 with
11 bidders placing 16 bids.

5 1941 Two Ocean Cover from Egypt to
France

two-ocean airmail service to France. The cover
was originally posted on 20 November 1941, and
was sent to the Office of Censorship, but did not
return from there until 26 November,
(backstamped Cairo 26 November). The cover
was then flown on the BOAC Horseshoe route to
Singapore. However, by the time it arrived in
Singapore, the last Clipper - the CHINA Clipper,
had already left on 29 November 1941. At this
point, the cover would have either remained in
Singapore waiting for the next clipper, or, it may
have been flown to Sydney, Australia, and then
Auckland in an attempt to catch the FAM 19
Clipper there. In either case, it missed the last
Clipper flights, and was probably put on a ship to
San Francisco at either Singapore or Sydney or
Auckland. Due to the San Francisco Censor tape,
we know this cover missed the last Pacific
Clipper flights, and arrived in the USA after the
attack on Pearl Harbor, and the US entry into
WWII.

The cover is endorsed in manuscript upper left -
SAN FRANCISCOILISBONNE indicating the
cover was to travel by Pan American Airways
Pacific Clipper service to San Francisco and then
by Trans-Atlantic Clipper to Lisbon, Portugal,
and then on the France. The cover travelled by
the following route:

This is another wonderful example of a Service
Interrupted cover, and one of the longest mail
routes in history. This is the only two-ocean
Trans-Pacific plus Trans-Atlantic Clipper cover
the vendor has seen from Egypt to France. • BOAC Horseshoe route from Cairo to
Because of World War II, and the interruption of Singapore;
normal airmail routes across the Mediterranean • By the time the cover arrived in
Sea and Europe, this cover traveled nearly Singapore, the Last Clipper had already
completely around the world to arrive at its left and the cover was probably put on a
proper destination. It was intended for Pan Am's ship to San Francisco at Singapore, or
r--=--------------......::...::...::.:=-------. possibly at Sydney or Auckland;

• From San Francisco flown by
USA domestic airlines to New York;

• FAM 18 Atlantic Clipper
service from New York to Lisbon;

• From Lisbon to Marseille,
France by European transport -
air/rail combination;

• Censored in Marseille, and
sent on to Lyon.

The cover sold for $US610 with 6
bidders making 11 bids.

Figure 5
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6 1940 Argentina to South Africa by the
China Clipper

7 1940 Two Ocean
Palestine to England

Capital Philately
Clipper Cover

A spectacular Trans-Pacific Clipper cover from This is a two-ocean Trans-Pacific plus Trans-
Argentina to South Africa which, because of Atlantic Clipper cover originating from Field Post
World War II, traveled approximately 24,000 Office 121 located in Palestine in 1940 and is
miles to reach its proper destination. The cover only the second two-ocean cover to England the
,---------=---"'----------------=------, vendor has seen franked with

stamps of Palestine. Because of
World War II, and the
interruption of normal airmail
routes across the Mediterranean
Sea and Europe, this cover
traveled nearly completely
around the world to arrive at its
proper destination.

Figure 6

It was very likely flown by
KLM eastward to Singapore,
and from there, switched to
BOAC and flown to Sydney,
Australia, and then to Auckland
to connect with Pan Am's FAM
19 Pacific Clipper service there
- making this one of the longest

air mail routes in history.
has a manuscript endorsement upper left
PANAIR Via New York and there is a triangle
PASSED CENSOR 9 HONG KONG hand stamp ,.-- ----,
in violet and a September 24, 1941 Victoria Hong
Kong transit date stamp on reverse, confirming
that this cover was flown from San Francisco to
Hong Kong on the CHINA Clipper, which
arrived in Hong Kong 24 September 1940. The
Hong Kong markings confirm that this cover was
flown on one of the longest airmail routes in
history (24,000 miles) and there is a censor tape
from South Africa, so we know the cover arrived
at its destination. The cover travelled by the
following route:

~
BY AIR MAIL

• FAM 5 from Buenos Aires to New York;
• USA domestic airlines to San Francisco;
• Pan Am FAM 14 CHINA Clipper

departed San Francisco on 17 September, L...-- ----l

arriving in Hong Kong on 24 September;
• BOAC from Hong Kong to Bangkok,

probably flown on Flight HB275 on 25
September;

• The BOAC Horseshoe route westward
from Bangkok to Cairo, and then
southward to Durban, South Africa;

• By domestic transport from Durban to
Johannesburg.

14

Figure 7

The cover is endorsed in manuscript lower left
BY AMERICAN CLIPPER indicating the cover
was to travel by Pan American Airways Pacific
Clipper service to San Francisco and then by
Trans-Atlantic Clipper to Lisbon, Portugal, and
then onto England.

There is a two-line hand stamp TO BE
FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM SINGAPORE. It
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is thought that this marking was applied at
Singapore to indicate a change in air carrier
service - in this case, from KLM to BOAC. The
Cover travelled by the following route:

• Field Post Office 121 to Lydda probably
by military transport;

• From Lydda to Singapore by KLM;
• From Singapore to Sydney by BOAC

Horseshoe route;
• From Sydney by TEAL to Auckland;
• By Pan Am FAM 19 from Auckland to

San Francisco;
• By USA domestic airlines to New York;
• By FAM 18 Atlantic Clipper to Lisbon;
• From Lisbon to London by BOAC or

KLM; and
• By domestic transport to

Hants, England.

This cover sold for $US590 with
7 bidders who placed 24 bids.

8 1940 Pacific Clipper Air
Cover Sarawak to USA

This cover sold for $565 with 8 bidders placing
27 bids.

9 1940 Two Ocean Clipper Cover
Netherland East Indies to UK

This is one of the highest frankings the vendor
has ever seen on a Trans-Pacific Clipper Air
cover. The franking includes the scarce usage of
four copies of the 7Y2 Guilder high value airmail
stamp plus three copies of the 5 Guilder Queen
Wilhelmina high value and three other stamps -
the total franking is a tremendous 45.75 Guilder -
which was exactly 52 times the normal 5 gram
airmail rate to England. It was flown on
K.N.I.L.M. Charter Flight 14 from Batavia
through Tarakan, Borneo to Manila with the exact
route confirmed by back stamps.

Covers from Sarawak during
World War II are far from
common and this is one of only
two Trans-Pacific clipper airmail
covers originating from Sarawak,
that the vendor has seen. It was
posted from a person on board the Figure 8
Norway Merchant Marine ship - L- ---'

MIS INGRIA, out of Bergen, Norway. The total franking is an incredible 45.75 Gld
paying the 260 gram rate (exactly 52 times) the
single airmail rate as follows:

1.35 Gld base rate - (.15 for the 1st 20gr + .10
for each additional 20gr x12)

.20 Gld registration fee
44.20 Gld air surcharge (.85 per 5gr x52)
45.75 Gld Total franking which at the 1940
Exchange rates was the equivalent of $24.25 in
US currency - an enormous amount of postage in
1940.

According to voyage logs on the web site -
warsailors.com - the MIS INGRIA arrived in
Miri, Sarawak on 25 October 1940, and departed
28 Octobr 1940 for Noumea, New Caledonia.
The total franking is $1.90, paying the trans-
pacific airmail rate to the USA. The probable
route (there are no transit markings) is as follows:

• From Miri to Singapore possibly by
KNILM via Tarakan, or by surface ship;

• From Singapore to Hong Kong by ship;
• From Hong Kong by Pan Am FAM 14

Pacific Clipper service to San Francisco,
and

• USA domestic airlines from San
Francisco to New York.

Volume 32, No.1

The cover is endorsed in red manuscript - By
K.N.I.L.M. / Trans Tasman / P.A.A. to USA and
onward air transmission. This would normally
indicate KNILM service to Australia, to connect
with Pan Am's FAM 19 service from Auckland,
however, the cover did not go this route. The
Honolulu transit of 13 January 1941 confirms that
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Figure 9

Figure lOa is my own clipper
cover, which is a huge linen
envelope measuring
390x 140mm - too big for the
scanner. I bought this cover
some years ago as I thought it
would fit into one of my
exhibits. This cover is endorsed
AIRMAIL COVER NO
157IBY IMPERIAL
AIRWAYS TO DURBAN and
is registered. It travelled by the

horseshoe route to Durban and then I assume it
travelled by ship to England. It was posted on 25
March 1941 and arrived in London on 5 May
1941, seven weeks later.

this cover was flown on the FAM 14 California
Clipper, which left Manila on 9 January, and
arrived in Honolulu on 13 January. We also
know from flight schedules that there was a
KNILM "Charter Flight" which went from
Batavia, through Tarakan to Manila, on
7 January. Therefore this cover flew the
following route:

• KNILM Charter Flight (14) left Batavia
on 7 January 1941, stopped in Tarakan
and continued on to Manila;

• The Pan Am FAM 14 California Clipper
arrived in Manila 7 January and departed
Manila on 9 January, arriving in Honolulu
13 January and San Francisco 15 January;

• USA domestic airlines from San
Francisco to New York;

• Pan Am FAM 18 Atlantic Clipper service
to Lisbon, Portugal; and

• BOAC or KLM to England.

This cover made $US405 from 7 bidders who
placed 34 bids.

10 1941 Netherlands East Indies Clipper
Cover to England

Figure lOa

Like cover 9, it too has a huge franking some
54.25 Guilders. The amount of postage is so
extraordinary that there is a typed label on reverse
(which appears contemporary) that states:
"This envelope cost over £7.0.0. At the Imperial
Air mail rate of 2/6d. per Y2 oz. this should have
only cost £2.15.0. (the weight was 22 ozs.)"
(Figure lOb).

.)
Figure lOb
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An Overview of Machin Horizon Labels

Daniel Tangri
Machin collectors are hardy types. They do not
fear a challenge. Even collecting all the Machins
at a basic level will mean hunting down many
hundreds of stamps. At a more advanced level,
collecting for example varieties of paper, gum
and phosphor band layout, the number of stamps
to collect enters the thousands. If that challenge is
not enough for a collector, however, one can
collect such things as missing phosphors, short or
inset phosphor bands, cylinder booklets or
cylinder blocks. These increase the number of
items to be collected by some thousands more,
and also present a far greater challenge to one's
wallet.

As someone who came late to Machin collecting,
I am up for most challenges. However, I pick my
battles. I have a fondness for cylinder booklets,
pre-decimal and early decimal booklet panes,
self-adhesive material in all formats and
multi-value coils. I try to collect these in some
depth. I generally avoid missing phosphors or
short or inset phosphor bands. However, there are
some areas where my collecting approach can at
best be labelled idiosyncratic. When I began
collecting Machin Horizon labels, I realised that,
if I tried to get all the labels with all the different
service indicators, I would be biting off much
more than I could chew. There are hundreds of
different labels, if you take into account all the
varieties of label type or printing style. Living in
Australia I couldn't just pop into a post office and
buy the more obscure labels. I'd need to rely on
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the vagaries of eBay, and that is seldom a
fulfilling experience.

Accordingly, I've never tried to collect an
example of every single Machin Horizon label.
Instead, I've tried to collect one or two examples
of all the main types, preferably on cover to me-
something that can be done quite cheaply! I also
collect major varieties and blank label pairs. The
result is that my collection shows the overall
changes to these labels quite nicely, though of
course the weakness is that there aren't many
examples of different service indicators. For this
article, I thought I'd describe the changes that
have occurred to these labels, illustrated with
examples from my collection.

Since 2002 computers in post offices in the
United Kingdom have been connected by the
Horizon network. Originally the network
extended across 18,000 different offices; with
reductions in the post office network, the number
now covers about 11,500 branches. The network
allows staff to manage a variety of front office
applications, including banking, branch
accounting, branch administration, branch
communications, branch support, bureau de
change, cash and stock management, electronic
top-up, in and out payments, postal services,
retail and stock sales, management reporting,
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency
transactions and Environment Agency rod fishing
licences. From a more philatelic perspective it
allows counter staff to weigh a mail item at the
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counter and work out the cost of posting it, and
then print off a label with the correct tariff that
can be stuck onto the item.

Originally the network produced self-adhesive
white labels, with text in black. The text included
an abbreviation in large font indicating the type
of service - for example, 'SD' for 'Special
Delivery' or 'A' for 'Airmail' - and also included
a code identifying the post office, the date and the
amount paid. These labels became known as
'Horizon' labels after the computer network.

On 8 June 2009 a trial started at the Camden High
Street branch post office in London of gold
Horizon labels. The main feature of these gold
labels is the Machin head, but the labels also have
additional security features, including iridescent
'Royal Mail' security overprints on the head and
the background and 'thumbnail' security slits at
each corner and each side of the label (eight cuts
in total). The label originally also had die-cut
simulated perforations (measuring 5x5). The trial
was limited to special delivery mail, and to a
single label per transaction (see Figure 1).
Camden High Street was chosen because it had a
good level of special delivery business. The trial
ended on 11 September 2009.

The trial at Camden high Street was judged to be
a success, and from 21 April 2010 Machin
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Horizon labels began to be rolled out in post
offices across the United Kingdom, starting with
branches in Wales. These labels could be used for
a number of different types of service, and as a
result could be found with the full range of
service indicators that had previously been found
with the white labels. Figure 2 shows a label
bearing 'A' for the airmail rate on a packet to
Australia, posted on 30 June 2009 from London
to Australia.

Initially there were 22 different service
indicators, including lL and 2L (first class or
second class letter), lLG or 2LG (first class or
second class large letter), IPK or 2PK (first class
or second class packet), SD, A, AAX (Airsure),
and more obscure indicators for British Forces
mail, Parcelforce, surface mail and oddities such
as Recorded Packetpost Return (RPR). Some
service indicators have since been retired, and
new ones have been introduced (e.g. SDI and
SD9 for two different types of Special Delivery
service).

Labels used in some branches in Wales bear
bilingual text in Welsh and English. As a result,
there were initially 22 different English labels
and a further 19 in English/W elsh. The three
Parcelforce types only appear in English, because
Parcel force is a brand name.

FIRSTLINE FACTORS
17 Rash's Green,
Rash's Green Industrial Estate
Dereham, '
NR191JG

SO lpm

I
zw 0700 9081 6GB SO lpm•
1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIImllili IIII~
ZW 0700 9081 6GB SO1pm

Figure 1. Special delivery cover posted at the Camden High Street branch on 24 June 2009, during the trial.
As is standard the label was not cancelled, although there is a Camden High Street circular date stamp on the
rear of the cover.
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Shortly after these labels began to be rolled out
blank examples began to appear on eBay (i.e., the
labels are plain, with no black printed text on
them). These appear to have been supplied by
helpful postmasters. The blank examples are very
interesting. The labels were originally printed by
De La Rue, in tete-beebe pairs, and the die-
cutting leaves some gold and white matrix around
the label (Figure 3).

These early Machin Horizon labels had the
service indicator printed in a thick black font. In
January 2010 a software upgrade had begun to be
rolled out in post offices, known as 'Horizon
Online'. The main visual effect of this was that a
thinner font was used for the service indicator
(see Figure 4). Initially, there was also a change
in the way the date was printed on the label. The
earlier labels with thick font had the numerals in
the date separated by angled slashes (Figure 2).
Thin font labels originally had horizontal dashes

To
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Figure 2. Packet posted to Australia on 30 June 2010, shortly after the general rollout of Machin Horizon
labels. The label bears an 'A' service indicator for an airmail packet, in thick font.

separating the numerals. At the very end of 2010
the date style reverted back to the original format.

Obsessive types will need to collect these 41
basic labels in all formats - with thick font, and
with thin font with both date styles. The
mathematically minded among you will have
worked out that this is 123 different labels
already - which perhaps helps explain why I
don't try to collect all of them!

The simulated perforations on the Type 1 labels
caused problems. When one label on the sheetlet
of two was peeled off the backing paper, the
matrix left behind could be raised slightly. When
the sheetlet was re-inserted into the printer to
print on the remaining label, the raised matrix
could jam in the printer. As a result, on 23 August
2010 new labels were issued without the
simulated perforations but with straight edges and
rounded corners (Figure 5). There was also a
minor change in the pattern of the thumbnail
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Figure 3. Mint Type 1 label sheetlet.

Capital Philately
occurred shortly after the labels were introduced.
Three boxes of labels provided to a post office in
Hertfordshire contained labels that had no die-
cuts. As a result they could not be peeled off the
backing paper individually. Staff at the post
office used scissors to separate the labels, and a
number of items were posted bearing these labels,
though none appear to have survived. The faulty
labels were then recalled and two boxes sent
back. However, part of a box was later found at
the post office and mint examples from this box
have since been offered for sale (Figure 6). It
appears that fewer than 20 such sheetlets exist.

An even more obscure variety was discovered in
September 2011 at the 81 Burnthouse Lane post
office in Exeter. A section of the background to
the label was printed with red ink. The variety
was discovered by Machin dealer Jim Bond,
which ensured that it was preserved for
collectors. However, only three labels were
printed before the staff at the post office shut
down the machine (Figure 7).

When the Postal Services Act 2011 took effect on
1 October 2011, a number of changes to the
Royal Mail's regulatory framework ensued. Some
of the Royal Mail's services became subject to
Value Added Tax. As a result, from
26 September 2011 a software patch to the
Horizon network amended the printing on labels
to show new VAT accounting codes as part of the
printed information on the label. These codes

security slits. The eight slits were
no longer solid, but had a small
break in the centre of each slit.

These labels quickly became
known as 'Type 2' labels, those
with simulated perforations being
labelled Type 1. Initially labels
were printed on plain backing
paper, but from about the middle
of 2011 serial numbers were
printed on the reverse of the
backing paper. Towards the end
of 2011 some labels appeared
with small gold bars at the left
edge as well as a serial number
on the reverse.

Two unusual varieties have been
found on Type 2 labels. The first
20
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Figure 4. Type 1 'A' label on cover to Australia showing thin font.
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Figure 8. Cover to Australia showing Type 2 'A' label with VAT codes.
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Daniel Tangri
530A Northbourne Ave
Downer,
ACT 2602
Australia

those at the top and bottom of the label having
been removed. It is thought that problems had
been experienced with Type 2 labels tearing
when they were removed from the backing paper,
and the reduction in the number of security slits
was intended to ensure that the label could be
removed in one piece.

Type 3 labels were still printed in tete-beebe
pairs, but on some labels a change was made to
the serial number layout. Serial numbers now had
a letter of the alphabet at the front, then a space,
and then a number. That said, some labels could
still have the old style of serial number. Type 3
labels are also to be found with gold bars printed
at the left.

Early in 2012 De La Rue lost the contract to print
Machin Horizon labels. Walsall took over the
contract. Its labels are very similar to De La
Rue's type 3 labels, but have two small
differences. Under a lOx glass it can be seen that
the background of a De La Rue label is made up
of a series of lines running diagonally across the
stamp. These lines are broken, looking rather like
the dots and dashes of Morse Code. The
background lines on a Walsall label are less
broken and are also darker.

The second difference is in the small breaks in
the middle of the thumbnail security cuts. On a
De La Rue label this gap measures 0.3rnrn,
whereas on a Walsall label the gap measures
O.4mm.
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Figure 9 shows a Walsall Type 3 label on cover.
The label bears the 'AAX' service indicator for
the Airsure service. This service only became
available to Australia about the time that Walsall
started printing Horizon labels, so if you find a
label with AAX on cover to Australia there is a
very good chance that you have a Walsall label.

During the middle of 2012 Walsall appears to
have made a change to its overall method of
printing labels. Labels from this time on have the
head more lightly shaded and more clearly
distinguished from the background. Under a lOx
glass it is clear that the shading of the face and
neck (which is made up of tiny lines of 'Royal
Mail' text) has been lightened to improve the
contrast with the crown, hair and pearls of the
necklace (Figure 10).

One example has been found of an unusual
variety on a Walsall Type 3 label. It was posted at
the Pantymwyn post office in Wales on
21 August 2013 and paid for a 2nd class large
letter. The head appears inverted in relation to the
printing (Figure 11). The most likely way that
this could have happened would be that one of
the labels on a tete-beebe pair had previously
been used, and the used selvedge cut away. The
remaining label would then later have been fed
upside-down into the printer.
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I

Figure 5. Type 2 label. Note gold bar at left.

comprise a letter after the words 'Royal Mail' and
a number after the words 'Postage Paid UK'. The
codes allow the post office to identify the type of
service and whether VAT is to be paid on the
service, the service is exempt, or the service is
zero-rated (Figure 8).

Smaller post offices with less regular business
still held stocks of Type 1 Horizon labels, and as
a result the VAT codes can be found on both
Type I and Type 2 labels (and, incidentally, in
both English and EnglishlWelsh). Type 2 labels
with VAT codes are somewhat tricky to find,
however, because from 17 November 2011 a new
type of label began to be distributed to post
offices. Although some classify these as a sub-
type of Type 2, I prefer to think of them as
Type 3 labels. The distinguishing feature of these
labels is that there are now only six security cuts,
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Figure 6. Label with missing die-cuts.

Figure 7. Red ink flaw.
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alrsure'

LY 3732 6266 3GB

LY 3732 6266 3GB

No sig req

~
NoSlgnalure

Figure 9. Walsall Type 3 'AAX' Horizon label on cover.

U
Scan

BY AIR MAIL
par avian

Royal Mail"

Daniel Tangri
177 Mouat Street
Lyneham, ACT 2602
AUSTRALIA

Odd examples are also known
of Type 3 labels with distorted
or slanting text or even,
occasionally, with much of the
text missing. These are likely to
be caused by printer jams (in
the case of distorted or slanting
text) or computer glitches (in
the case of missing text - see
Figure 12).

In summary, there is quite a lot
of variety to this fairl y
innocuous stamp, especially if
it is collected on cover. The
way I choose to collect Horizon
labels is idiosyncratic and
won't be to everyone's taste -
and nor should it be. When
dealing with a subject as
diverse, complex and massive
as Machins, however, the only
way to collect is according to
what interests you and makes
you happy.

[Figures 11 & 12 next page]
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Figure 10. Revised Walsall Type 3 label (left) with original Walsall
type 3 label (right) showing the lighter shading on the head and neck
and clearer delineation of the different parts of the portrait.
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Figure 12. Missing printing on Type 3 label.
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Figure 11. Inverted printing on Type 3 label.

AUSTRAtJL\N WAR MlEMOR][A1, CA1~BlERRA
001 In 192~ tlie Comnwnwealtfi (jovernment passed an 51Lctto erect a 'War %enwrial in

Canberra, to house tfie national war relic collection initiated in 1917 oy (jeneral
'Birduiood, (jeneralOfficer Commanding, 51LustralianImperial :Force.%e
'Memotiai was official(y opened in 1941 and commemorates all wars in wfiicfi 51Lustralian
forces haoe served.

'Ihe Commenwrative Stone and (jarden Court witfi the central Pool of reflection
!eadi11iJup to tlie central shrine - the :;{all of %enwry - was featured on two
stamps issued on 10 :Feoruary 1958. 'IJistinguisfiing tfie two stamps are tlie symoolic
figures sfQ.rting tlie courtyard scene. One shoius a sailor and airman, and tfie other
features a soldier and servicewoman. 'Ihe illustrations represent the mosaics created
oy %dbourne artist, :A{p.pier'Waller, wfiicfi encrust the walfs of tfie :;{all of %emory

commemorating 'World 'War 1and
the four services: tlie :A[p.vy,51Lrmy,
51LirForce and 'Women's Services.
'Ihe stamp was designed by artist-
engravers of tfie 9{slte Printing
'Branch, Commonwealtfi 'Bank.of
51Lustrafia,:Me!60urne. %e stamps
were issue-a in sheets of 80 ana
printed alternately within t lie shee t.

CANBERRA

STAlAPSHOW 2014

Did You Miss Any Canberra Stampshow 2014 Souvenirs?

If so, contact Bruce Parker and see what is available.

E-mail: bruceandjudy.parker@bigpond.com or 026355 7692
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Australian Bird Postcards: The Art of Lilian Medland

Ian McMahon

The National Library of Australia has
recently published a book, Seen but Not
Heard: Lilian Medland's Birds, of the bird
art of Lilian Medland, a relatively unknown
Australian bird artists. The reason for her
relative obscurity has not been the quality of
her drawings or lack of productivity but
rather an unfortunate tendency to produce
drawings for bird books, which did not end
up being published.

As the book by Christobel Mattingley
describes, Medland produced the illustrations
for Birds of the British Islands, published
from 1906 to 1911 and then went on to
produce illustrations for a revised edition of A
History of British Birds (which was not
published due to World War I), a handbook
of New Zealand Birds (which was not
published), and a manual of the Birds of
Australia (by Gregory Mathews and her
husband Tom Iredale of which only the first
of three volumes was published). In the
1930s she produced the plates (illustrated in
Seen but Not Heard) for Mathews's
handbook of Australian birds which was also
not published and which, if it had been
published, would surely have out sold
Cayley's What Bird is That, the 'bible' of
Australian bird watching from the 1930s to
1970s. She did, however, produce the plates
for the published Birds of Paradise and
Bower Birds and Birds of New Guinea, which
were written by her husband.
Volume 32, No.1

In Seen but Not Heard, there is a comment
that Medland was commissioned by the
Australian Museum to paint a series of 30
birds, which were issued as postcards in 1925
and subsequently appeared on covers of the
Australian Museum Magazine.

These cards were sold by the Australian
Museum in sets of five in red envelopes
(Figure 1) inscribed Australian Birds Series
'A' and sold for 1/- a set. The six sets were
numbered Set Al to A6. Each set included a
leaflet (Figure 2) describing the bird (s) on
the postcard. The cards are listed below.

1 Emu (Set AI)
2 Plain Turkey or Bustard
3 Brolga E
4 Native Hen
5 Scrub Fowl
6 Top-Knot Pigeon (Set A2)
7 Black Swan
8 Wedge-tailed Eagle E
9 White Goshawk E
10 Boobook Owl (Set A3) E
11 Rosella [Eastern Rosella] E
12 Banksian Cockatoo [Glossy Black

Cockatoo]
13 Fantailed Cuckoo E
14 Frogmouth [Tawny Frogmouth] E
15 Kookaburra (Set A4) E
16 Lyre Bird
17 Jacky Winter or Brown Flycatcher

E
25
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19

Red capped Robin (Figure 3)
Whistler or White Throated
Thickhead [Golden Whistler] E
Willie Wagtail or Black and
White Fantail E (Figure 4)
Elfin Wren or Red backed Wren
(Set AS) E (Figure 5)
Fairy Wren or Blue Wren E
Emu Wren
Gouldian Finch E
Scarlet Honeyeater E
Regent Honeyeater (Set A6) E
Gillbird or Wattle bird [Red
Wattlebird] E
Black-Backed Magpie E
Satin Bower Bird E
Raven E

20

21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

The cards were in colour, numbered as below
but also including the Set number, and were
printed by Shepherd & Newman Ltd in
Sydney (Figure 6).

Capital Philately

One feature of some of the cards is that were
embossed with the outline of bird resulting in
a raised impression which can be seen clearly
on the reverse of the card. I have indicated
the cards in the set that I have which are
embossed with an 'E' after the title of the
card. Each drawing is signed by Lilian with
her initials (Figure 7).

The postcards are a tribute to one of
Australia's bird artists who deserved much

greater

Figuure 8: Lilian Medland
drawing used for artwork
of this Norfolk Island
stamp.

recognition.
On a final
note, Lilian
Medland also
provide the
artwork that
was used for
the Norfolk
Island 1961

Providence
Petrel stamp
(Figure 8).

Figure 1: Australian Museum envelope with set of five bird postcards
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THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM
ILI,.USTRATED POST CARDS

SeriesA-Australian Birds
SET AI.

No. l.-EMU.
(Dronnceius novae-hollandiae Latham.)

One of the largest of living birds, the Emu
.stauds five feet high, and has very powerful legs
but no wings. It is thus incapable of flight, but
can run rapidly and even swims fairly well. It
is closely related to the Cassowaries, and more dis-
tantly to the Ostriches and Rheas, and so forms
part of a group of flightless birds, which show evi-
dence, however, of origin from ancestors capable
of flight.

The Emu is chiefly a bird of the plains, though
occasionally found in the coastal belts, and is dis-
tributed all over Australia. It is still fairly plen-
tiful in tbe interior, but is being driven further
and further back by the advance of settlement. It
is not beloved of the pastoralist, because of its
habit of getting tangled up in and breaking wire
fences. It is also accused of spreading prickly
pear. In some places a price is put on its head,
but a full scientific inquiry into its food habits
should be made before sanction is given to 'unlimited
destruction. Otherwise, this noble bird will be-
come extinct, as have allied species in Tasmania
and Kangaroo Island.

The Emu makes no nest, laying ten to fifteen
dark green eggs, which are incubated by the male.
Emu chicks for some time after hatcbing are pret-
tily striped. The bird is omnivorous, but specialises
in fruit and the larger insects. Its plumage is reo
markable in that each scantily-barbed feather appears
double, since the aftershaft is as long as the main
quill.

Figure 2: Example of leaflet included in each pack
of postcards

'---.-,-

LS= A4.-No. IS.

RED· CAPPED ROBrN.
(Pet7'oica goodc:notiii Vigoys fJ Hors/.)

J'lU5TRALIAN MuseUM. SYDNEY

Figure 3: Postcard from set A4

Figure 4: Postcard from set A4
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ELFL"\; \\·RE.· OR RED· BACKED \\'RE
(R};~l" I':<:;r."ph;!, La,ham.)

Figure 5: Postcard from set AS
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Figure 7: Enlargement of artist's initials on
each card.

POST CARD
STAMP

Figure 6: Reverse side of postcard
COPYRTGHT RI;:SRRYEI>
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•
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•
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•
•

• •
• The leader for comment

The leader for circulation

The greatest coverage of Australian and Pacific News of any Stamp Magazine in the World

The leader for news •
• •
• •
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All major credit cards accepted.

•
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